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- Driver is found dead in vehicle in intersection in northwestern Fontana on Aug. 8
- Motorcycle Crash on Highway 138 Monday Morning
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Police investigate after a driver was found dead in a vehicle that was stopped in an intersection in northwestern Fontana in the early morning hours of Aug. 8.

A driver was found dead in a vehicle that was stopped in an intersection in northwestern Fontana in the early morning hours of Aug. 8.

Detectives from the Fontana Police Department are investigating a "suspicious death" at the intersection of Baseline Avenue and Heritage Circle, police said in a Facebook post.

Officers responded to the scene at about 2:18 a.m. after a person who had been driving through the area called to report that the driver (an adult male) of a white SUV was found unconscious. Medics from the San Bernardino County Fire Department also arrived and pronounced the driver deceased.

Detectives are looking into all possible leads, said Fontana Police Public Information Officer Daniel Romero.

The eastbound lanes of Baseline from Las Palmas Drive to Heritage Circle were closed for several hours while police investigated the incident.

PHELAN, CA. (Pain In The Pass) >> A male motorcyclist injured in an accident on Highway 138 Monday morning.

Officers responded to the scene at about 2:18 a.m. after a person who had been driving through the area called to report that the driver (an adult male) of a white SUV was found unconscious.

California Highway Patrol and San Bernardino County Fire Department responded to the incident. The vehicles involved in the crash was a gray pick up truck with a cargo bed and a motorcycle unknown make from the CHP traffic log. The crash was reported about 9:35am, Monday August 8, 2022. Located on eastbound Highway 138 near Interstate 15.

A witness stated the driver of the pickup was making a left turn and the rider may have changed lanes abruptly and collided. The impact sent the rider over the handlebars and rolled about 10 times on the pavement. The motorcycle burst into flames.

The rider was not seriously injured, only sustained some scrapes and bruises. The driver of the truck did stop at the scene.

This incident will be under investigation by the California Highway Patrol Inland Office.

https://paininthepass.info/2022/08/08/motorcycle-crash-on-highway-138-monday-morning/